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Inferring the Evolutionary History of Your Favorite Protein:
A Guide for Molecular Biologists

Jolien J.E. van Hooff, Eelco Tromer, Teunis J.P. van Dam, Geert J.P.L. Kops, and
Berend Snel*

Comparative genomics has proven a fruitful approach to acquire many
functional and evolutionary insights into core cellular processes. Here it is
argued that in order to perform accurate and interesting comparative genomics,
one first and foremost has to be able to recognize, postulate, and revise
different evolutionary scenarios. After all, these studies lack a simple protocol,
due to different proteins having different evolutionary dynamics and demanding
different approaches. The authors here discuss this challenge from a practical
(what are the observations?) and conceptual (how do these indicate a specific
evolutionary scenario?) viewpoint, with the aim to guide investigators who want
to analyze the evolution of their protein(s) of interest. By sharing how the
authors draft, test, and update such a scenario and how it directs their
investigations, the authors hope to illuminate how to execute molecular
evolution studies and how to interpret them. Also see the video abstract here
https://youtu.be/VCt3l2pbdbQ.

1. Introduction

Historically, comparative and evolutionary
analysis of genes and proteins has been a
versatile and useful approach to guide
experiments that investigate the cellular role
of human proteins. Typically, a protein’s
evolutionary interrogation answers questions
like: What is the function of characterized
homologs in other species, such as budding
yeast? For example, the telomere function of
the human protein Rap1 was predicted from
its yeast ortholog.[1] This way, evolutionary
analyses also contribute to human health,
since they may characterize disease‐asso-
ciated proteins through their ortholog in
model organisms such as Caenorhabditis
elegans (C. elegans). For example, the worm
ortholog of human protein KIAA0556, asso-
ciated with Joubert syndrome, was shown to
operate in the cilium,[2] allowing in‐depth

molecular characterization of this protein’s cellular function.
Another frequently asked question is which residues are conserved
and therefore likely functionally important? The multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) of S6 kinases uncovered the TOS motif, which is
essential for TOR signaling,[3] a pathway that regulates cell growth
and proliferation in response to nutrient availability. Some
evolutionary analyses have more advanced applications (Table 1),
like predicting protein function based on coevolution. Other
analyses do not focus on protein function but generate findings
that resonate in the field of molecular evolution, e.g., by revising the
importance of events like horizontal gene transfer or gene fission.

Evolutionary analyses of protein sequences generally have the
highest quality if directed manually, that is, by evaluating results
obtained by automated algorithms (such as BLAST) and databases
through in‐depth visual inspection. In fact, the great majority of the
examples we discuss here resulted from such manual analysis.
Automated approaches often have certain biases that make them
perform well only in specific cases.[25] Resources such as Pfam[26]

are suitable for identifying homologs, not orthologs (see Box 2).
Others, such as Orthologous MAtrix (OMA),[27] focus on identifying
pairwise (orthology) relationships between two proteins, while
many studies aim for collecting all proteins from an orthologous
group (OG) (Box 2). Algorithms that infer such groups occasionally
split a single group into multiple ones, due to sequence divergence
and/or domain dynamics.[28,29] In general, automatic orthology and
homology methods often do not suffice because proteins differ in
their evolutionary dynamics and therefore require specific
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approaches. Combined with manual analysis, one can compose a
customized approach for the protein of interest.[30] For example,
refined homology searches combined with visual analysis aided
researchers to identify the “missing” eukaryotic subunit B of
TopoVI type II topoisomerase involved in meiotic recombina-
tion.[31,32] This and many other examples highlighted in this paper
would not have generated their detailed insights if not partially
carried out by hand.

Molecular biologists can greatly benefit from manually
studying the evolution of their protein of interest, which is
why we outline what we think are the most important principles
of such analyses. Due to their intimate knowledge of proteins
and cellular processes, these biologists can provide invaluable
insights into evolutionary interpretations posed by evolutionary
biologists. In collaboration with molecular biologists, we
studied diverse eukaryotic proteins, varying from chromatin
remodelers and bZIP transcription factors to flagellum and
kinetochore components.[2,33–35] We experienced that for non‐
bioinformaticians various challenges arise regarding the use of

tools, the knowledge of genome evolution and of the species
tree, and, importantly, how complicated evolutionary histories
are reflected in a myriad of computational tools and sequence
databases. Such challenges may cause flawed evolutionary
inferences, which in turn may cause incorrect, or incomplete,
function prediction.[30] We here detail principles that explain
“best practices” from the field, while we also draw attention to
what we consider neglected. We argue that the most crucial yet
overlooked skill is to be able to recognize, postulate, and revise
different evolutionary scenarios, a process that is typically
difficult to automate.

2. Inferring the Evolution of a Protein Means to
Search for Its Orthologs

Although evolutionary analysis of a protein can be applied in
different ways (Table 1), it typically involves answering these
two main questions:

Table 1. Evolutionary examination of a protein serves a variety of purposes.

Purpose Example studies Key challenges Key observations

Function prediction of (human)

proteins through projection

•The human protein Rap1 operates at

telomeres[1]
Finding (pairs of) orthologs (Box 2). Orthologs have biologically equivalent functions.

•KIAA0556, a Joubert syndrome‐related
protein, has a role in the cilium[2]

Identifying conserved functional

domains/motifs

•S6 kinase—TOS motif[3] Using correct sequences for

the MSA.

Functional sequence motifs are often conserved

patches in unconserved regions.•Nbs1/Ku80/ATRIP—ATM interaction

motif[4]

Understanding the function and

evolution of biological features

•CenH3 and holocentricity[5] Retrieving information on biological

(e.g., cellular) features.

Protein loss and gain (e.g., via horizontal gene

transfer) correlate to feature loss and gain; when

they anticorrelate new hypotheses are required.

•Effector proteins, horizontal gene

transfer and pathogenicity[6]

•Ketone biosythesis and brain size

evolution[7]

Reconstructing evolution of

function by ancestral sequence

reconstruction

•GKPID’s ability to bind Pins evolved via

a single amino acid substitution[8]
Obtaining a high‐quality gene tree. New vs old protein functions can be distinguished

based on sequence information.

Function prediction by

coevolution or phylogenetic

profiling

•BBS proteins are involved in the

cilium[9]

Correct identification of presences

as well as absences across species.

Nonclassical phylogenetic profiles predict analogy

and bifunctionality.

•MCU and MICU1 are ancient

uniporter interactors[10]

Detecting covariance in a MSA to

make or improve protein

structure models

•ABCG5 and ABCG8 undergo

conformational changes that affect

their interaction sites[11]

Identifying homologous proteins

with sufficient variance while still

allowing for high‐quality MSA.

Not only amino acid conservation, but also amino

acid variation can be exploited for structural/

functional insight.

Understanding functional

divergence after gene duplication

•MadBub duplicates diverged into a

Bub‐like and Mad‐like protein through

reciprocal domain/motif loss[12,13]

Allowing for loss of domains in
homology searches,

obtaining a high‐quality
gene tree.

Duplicate subfunctionalization might be more

common than neofunctionalization.

Predicting gene functions or

cellular make‐up of nonmodel

organisms

•CAMSAP tracks the minus ends of

microtubules in Trichomonas vaginalis

and Tetrahymena thermophila[14]

Finding (pairs of) orthologs. Orthologs have biologically equivalent functions.

Phylogenetically classifying

proteins that are part of a large

protein family

Kinesins,[15] histones,[16] ATPases,[17]

myosins,[18,19] Rab GTPases[20]
Distinguishing different OGs and

identifying ancient duplications.

Large‐scale duplications before LECA.

Uncovering ancient origins of

eukaryotic cellular features

Prokaryotic origins of various

“eukaryotic signature proteins”[21–24]
Detecting remote homology. Characteristic eukaryotic features are encoded by

genes shared with Archaea.

BBS, Bardet–Biedl syndrome; MCU, mitochondrial calcium uniporter.
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1) When did this protein originate?
2) Which other current‐day species have this protein?

These questions come down to asking which events occurred
during the evolutionary history of a protein, such as origination,
loss, and duplication (see Box 1). Note that, although these two
main questions are seemingly straightforward, the devil is in
the semantics. What do we mean with “origin,” or with “this
protein”? As illustrated below, we sometimes actually redefine
the “origin” and “this protein” during the analysis.

Unraveling the evolutionary history of a protein entails
searching and finding the same protein in other species. When
doing so, we search for its orthologs. Orthologs are homologous
proteins in two species that arose from a single protein in the
common ancestor of those two species. For those not aware of
the distinction between different types of homologs, we
recommend Box 2. Why are we, and many others, often
specifically interested in the orthologs, rather than all homo-
logs? The answer is found in the “ortholog conjecture,” which
states that orthologs have biologically equivalent functions in
different organisms, whereas paralogs have different functions
due to divergence after gene duplication.[36,37] After all, if
paralogs did not diverge functionally after gene duplication,
they are redundant and therefore often one copy is lost.[38] As
stated in Section 1, evolutionary analysis often does not limit
itself to finding an ortholog of protein X from species A only in
species B. To infer the presence of a protein across multiple
species, one has to collect a set of proteins, termed “the
orthologous group.” Proteins constitute an OG if they

descended from a single ancestral protein in the common
ancestor of all species considered (see Box 2). For example,
proteins form OG if they descended from a single protein in the
last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA). In this example, the
OG was defined on the level of “eukaryotes,” but one might
want to choose a narrower level, like “animals” (single protein
in the last common ancestor of animals), or a wider level, like
“all cellular life” (single protein in the last universal common
ancestor [LUCA]). See Box 2 for more details on the OG.

In the following sections, we exemplify protein evolutionary
analysis by assuming we aim to unravel the evolution of a human
protein involved in a eukaryotic cellular process. We assume we
search for orthologs (the OG) in other eukaryotes and aim to infer
the evolutionary events that happened since LECA. However, the
same principles hold when studying, e.g., a budding yeast
protein, or studying the evolution of a protein since the last
common ancestor of animals. We assume readers have general
knowledge of the eukaryotic species tree (Box 3), sufficient to use
detailed resources like NCBI taxonomy (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/taxonomy) or the Tree of Life Web Project (http://tolweb.
org/tree/).[39,48] Otherwise, we strongly advise to gather this
knowledge. Also, we assume readers have some basic experience
with computational analyses, including similarity searches with
NCBI’s BLASTP[39] or HMMER’s phmmer and generating MSAs
with tools like Clustal Omega at the EMBL–EBI web inter-
face.[49,50] Such skills provide a solid base to execute the research
strategies that we propose. We outline the initial steps of the
analysis, their potential results, and how these results point to an
evolutionary scenario. The latter will guide subsequent steps in

Box 1
What can happen to a protein during evolution?

Most evolutionary interrogations are focused on, or at least include, determining what happened to a protein during its
evolution across different lineages. By “this protein,” we here refer to the protein sequences that constitute an OG (see Box 2).
The list of lineages and proteins that have an elevated event frequency is likely incomplete, since some eukaryotic lineages are
much better genomically characterized than others.

Event Definition

Frequency in

eukaryotes compared

to prokaryotes

Eukaryotic clades with

elevated frequency Proteins with elevated frequency

Genesis/de

novo gene

origin

Birth of a coding sequence from noncoding

sequence

High None, continuous,

widespread

E.g., assembly factors, disease effectors

Duplication Duplication of a whole or partial coding sequence,

either part of a small‐scale or of a whole‐genome

duplication

High Land plants (whole‐
genome duplications),

animals

Regulation (signal transduction, transcription

factors), metabolic enzymes, host–pathogen

interaction

Loss Pseudogenization and/or elimination of coding

sequence

Low Parasitic lineages,

obligatory symbionts

Genes with few interaction partners, lower

expression, higher mutation rates

Horizontal

gene transfer

Transfer of coding sequence whereby donor and

acceptor are not in a parent–offspring relationship

Low Fungi Plant pathogenicity effectors, metabolic

enzyme clusters

Fusion Joining of two coding sequences into a single open

reading frame

Higher than fission Metazoa Signal transduction

Sequence

divergence

Mutations in coding sequence that alter the amino

acid sequence

High Intracellular parasites,

C. elegans

Genes with fewer interaction partners, lower

expression rates, host–pathogen interaction
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the analysis. We elaborate on how we iterate from initial results to
a final scenario using different approaches, which we select based
on the specific challenges posed by our protein.

3. A Quick (and Dirty) Guide to Inferring the
Evolutionary History of a Protein

A standard evolutionary analysis ideally consists of searching for
homologous sequences, aligning them, using the alignment to
infer a gene tree, and interpreting this tree in light of the species
tree to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the protein (“tree
reconciliation”). While method sections in scientific papers read
like this, the analysis often requires more steps and not‐so‐
straightforward decisions, which are not explicitly reported. In
order to shed light on this process, we here discuss how we start
and proceed our analysis. In this process, we continuously take
into account a scenario (or hypothesis or model) for the evolution
of the protein of interest. We do not provide a guide on how to
use specific bioinformatics tools, but aim to supply practical
stepping stones and their conceptual underpinnings.

3.1. Collecting Observations to Generate an Initial Scenario

Inferring the evolutionary history of a protein starts with collecting
some observations in order to draft the evolutionary scenario. Such
a scenario should account for potential technical problems, which
might prevent us from directly deducing the true evolutionary
history of a protein from the results. We acquire the first basic
observations about the protein of interest, such as its domain
architecture, functional sequence motifs, and (candidate) orthologs
from experiments in other species or precomputed comparative
genomics databases, such as OrthoDB, InParanoid, PANTHER, or
Ensembl Compara.[51–54] Then, we perform a few similarity
searches with the protein sequence of interest (“the query”) using
BLASTP and phmmer[49,55] (Figure 1a), varying the significance

cut‐off and/or the search database. In order to obtain interpretable
results, we recommend selecting a subset of species, e.g., 20 diverse
eukaryotic species including human (Box 3). The hits we obtain are
statistically likely homologous to our protein if these hits have a low
E (expectation)‐value (e.g., 0.001 or 0.0001; see also Section 4.2).[56]

A low E‐value allows one to reject the null hypothesis, which means
that the query‐hit alignment score has no biological significance.
The homologous hits tell us 1) which organisms contain homologs
and which do not, and 2) how many homologs are present in
human (and other vertebrates or animals, if included in the search
set). Together, the external information and these preliminary
results enable us to draft an initial scenario for the evolutionary
history of our protein. The initial scenario can broadly be
categorized into four classes and directs the next steps in our
examination.

3.2. Scenario 1 (“Easy”): Clear Initial Observations That Indicate
a Simple Scenario

The first scenario is straightforward and comes with clear‐cut
observations. If the initial searches yield highly significant
single hits across a range of species, these results indicate that
the protein is relatively well conserved (Figure 1b). Moreover,
the protein has a clear single point of origin: since likely no
ancient duplications occurred, the protein can be safely inferred
to have originated in or just before the last common ancestor of
the species containing the homologs. As a result, all hits are by
definition orthologs. If the protein is present in eukaryotes that
are most distantly related to humans, such as Plasmodium
falciparum (P. falciparum) or plants (see Box 3), this implies that
it originated in or before LECA. If the protein is short (e.g.,<150
amino acids) or if its sequence divergence is somewhat high (as
observed by the first searches), we often use a single iteration of
an iterative searching tool like PSI‐BLAST or jackhammer.[49,55]

Such an iterative search may help in finding some additional

Box 2
Key definitions: homology, orthology, OGs, inparalogs, and outparalogs

Homology refers to an evolutionary relationship between two biological features. Features are homologous if they descent from
a single common ancestral origin, regardless of whether they are morphological structures or molecules. Hence, proteins that
do not share a common ancestor but that do share a function should not be referred to as “functional homologs”: those
proteins are better named “analogs.” Homology is a qualitative trait, not a quantitative one, such that saying that “sequences A
and B are 60% homologous” does not make sense. In addition, it is a transitive trait, which means that if sequences (in the
narrow meaning of: a sequence of nucleotides or amino acids, not necessarily a full‐length protein or gene) A and B are
homologous and B and C are homologous, A and C are homologous as well. In molecular evolution of eukaryotes, the two most
important ways in which two proteins can be related are by speciation (orthology) or by duplication (paralogy). Hence, proteins
are orthologs if they result from a species divergence, and they are paralogs if they result from a gene duplication in a given
species. The terms “homologs,” “orthologs,” and “paralogs” are used to describe the relationship between two genes or
proteins. However, comparative genomics is often about studying many species, and therefore many proteins, at the same time.
Therefore, we use the concept of the OG. An OG encircles the set of proteins that diverged from a single protein in the last
common ancestral species, such as “the last eukaryotic common” (LECA) or “the last common ancestor of all animals.” Within
the OG, two proteins can be paralogs if they resulted from a gene duplication that occurred in a more recent lineage than the
ancestral species we chose to define the OG for. These proteins are called “inparalogs.” Two proteins that result from a gene
duplication prior to the last common ancestor of choice are called “outparalogs”; they are in different OGs.
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orthologs in species that were not present in the first search.
Iterative searching tools make a “sequence profile” of the
protein, based on the MSA of the hits found in the first search.
These tools then use this profile to again search through the
database. Because this profile contains much more information
than a single query sequence, it is more sensitive to detect

divergent orthologous sequences. With such a profile‐based
iteration, we might obtain a similar result as with the longer or
less diverged sequence in the single search, implying the same,
simple evolutionary scenario. An example that adheres to this
straightforward scenario is cytochrome b, a mitochondrial
protein operating in the electron transport system.[57]

a

b

arabidopsis_thaliana Xα

acanthamoeba_castellanii X

arabidopsis_thaliana Y

plasmodium_falciparum Z

homo_sapiens Yα

acanthamoeba_castellanii Yβ

naegleria_gruberi X

homo_sapiens Yβ

homo_sapiens X

acanthamoeba_castellanii Z

naegleria_gruberi Z

arabidopsis_thaliana Xβ

arabidopsis_thaliana Z

plasmodium_falciparum Y

OG protein X

OG protein Y

OG protein Z

OG orthologous group

duplication
speciation

other homologs (eukaryotic or prokaryotic)

inparalogs
outparalogs (not all indicated)

1

2

X

Y

Z

orthologs (not all indicated)

Plasmodium falciparum (Alveolata)

Acanthamoeba castellanii (Amoebozoa)

Arabidopsis thaliana (Archaeplastida)

Homo sapiens (Metazoa)

Naegleria gruberi (Discoba)

LECA

LECA: last eukaryotic common ancestor

1

2

Protein X

Protein Y

Protein Z

Box Figure a) The evolution of hypothetical proteins X (green), Y (violet), and Z (orange), before and after LECA, projected onto the species
tree. Before LECA (indicated by the purple box), an ancestral protein duplicated twice to give rise to three proteins in LECA, as indicated by “1”
and “2.” These duplications gave rise to the OGs of proteins X, Y, and Z. After LECA, protein X duplicated in the lineage leading to A. thaliana,
and protein Y duplicated before the last common ancestor of Acanthamoeba castellanii (A. castellanii) and Homo sapiens (H. sapiens). Various
eukaryotic lineages lost proteins. For example, humans lost protein Z. The bullets behind the species names indicate the supergroups to which
they belong, as in the figure of Box 3. b) Gene tree of hypothetical proteins X, Y, and Z, rooted on other, further related homologous sequences.
Regularly, the nodes in the tree that unite sequences from the same species are inferred to be duplication nodes, and the nodes in the tree that
unite sequences from different species are mostly speciation nodes. However, when the protein topology differs from the species topology,
ancient duplication nodes lineage‐specific losses may have to be inferred, although there are no sequences from the same species on both sides
of these nodes.[42] Duplication nodes prior to LECA separate outparalogs and duplication nodes after LECA separate inparalogs, as indicated
with dotted lines. Proteins that belong to the same OG descent from a single protein in LECA. These LECA proteins are reflected by the internal
nodes “X,” “Y,” and “Z.” Note that within this figure, not all pairs of outparalogs and pairs of orthologs are indicated with curved lines. For
example, protein Y of A. thaliana and protein Z of A. thaliana are also outparalogs. In fact, because these proteins are split by a duplication node,
protein Y of A. thaliana and protein Z. of H. sapiens are also outparalogs. Also, the protein Z of A. castellanii and P. falciparum form another pair
of orthologs, so do proteins Yα of H. sapiens and protein Y of P. falciparum. Since protein Yβ (H. sapiens) is also orthologous to protein Y of P.
falciparum, human Yα and Yβ are called “co‐orthologs” to this P. falciparum protein.
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3.3. Scenario 2 (“Taxonomically Limited?”): Limited Taxonomic
Distribution, Protein Recently Invented or Orthologs That Are
Difficult to Detect?

We hypothesize the second scenario if we retrieve hits only in
closely related organisms, with low sequence similarity (e.g., a
<75% similarity hit in mouse when searching with a human
protein sequence). At first sight this might indicate a recent
origin. However, it more likely reflects the evolutionary history of
an older protein that diverged rapidly and therefore does not allow
us to detect the more distant orthologs in the first search
(Figure 1c). Proteins that are typically prone to such detection
failures are those having many nonglobular regions (mainly
coiled‐coil or intrinsically disordered). In fact, many proteins are
much older than suggested by simple similarity searches such as
BLASTP. Under closer bioinformatic or biochemical scrutiny,
these proteins often can be shown to have orthologs in more
distantly related species than observed before.[58,59] Lineage‐
specific proteins are the exception, especially for proteins involved
in core cellular processes. Advanced search strategies to cope with
this scenario are discussed in Section 4.2.

3.4. Scenario 3 (“Lineage‐Specific Duplication”): Multiple
Human Sequences Are Highly Similar and Point to Lineage‐
Specific Duplication(s)

We encounter the third scenario if we search with a human
query protein and find hits in human with a higher similarity
than hits in more distantly related species. Such results indicate
that the protein underwent recent lineage‐specific duplications,
e.g., in the ancestor of vertebrates (Figure 1d). Although this
evolutionary scenario is easy to comprehend, it does not
necessarily give an easy answer to the question “when did this

protein originate?”. If the functional differentiation between the
duplicates is minimal, both likely conserved the function of the
pre‐duplication ancestor. Hits in species that diverged before
this duplication (such as a hit in the choanoflagellate
Salpingoeca rosetta (S. rosetta) in the example of a duplication
in the metazoan ancestor, see Box 3) are also expected to
perform this ancestral function. Therefore, we would consider
these pre‐duplication hits to be the “same” protein as well.
However, if there was functional innovation in the lineage
leading to the query protein (“neofunctionalization”),[60] it
makes more sense to consider pre‐duplication hits not to be
the “same protein.” For example, hemoglobin evolved after
duplication of an ancestral globin in the vertebrate lineage.[61]

Hence, while globins clearly exist in other animals and
eukaryotes, it is not very meaningful to posit that plants
contain hemoglobin even though they are technically ortholo-
gous (Box 2). In this case, we might opt to define the OG not on
the level of all eukaryotes, but on the level of vertebrates. To
distinguish between these two alternative histories, we assess
whether the protein of interest neofunctionalized by using
functional information about this protein, its (human) paralog,
and the pre‐duplication orthologs. Furthermore, in order to
pinpoint the timing of the duplication (was it indeed in the
common ancestor of vertebrates, or maybe already in the
ancestor of all chordates?), we make a gene tree.

3.5. Scenario 4 (“Ancient Duplication”): Similar Proteins in All
Eukaryotes Likely Are Paralogs That Resulted from an Ancient
Duplication

In the fourth scenario, the search result contains homologs in
human, but many hits in more distant eukaryotes are more
similar to the query than this human sequence (Figure 1e). This

Box 3
A species selection for eukaryotes

We consider it useful to work with a selection of genomes as an initial search database, because this often gives more
comprehensible results. Using such a subset prevents that only closely related species are visible in the sequence similarity
search output, which may be the case in large databases such as “nr,” the nonredundant protein database from NCBI.[39] A
selection also facilitates checking for species that lack hits. We suggest including the species of the query in this database,
because the search results then can reveal lineage‐specific or ancient duplications. Moreover, we suggest including species that
represent the diversity of the relevant taxon, such as eukaryotes, and make sure that all major clades are represented by multiple
species (see the figure). Ideally, one includes for each of these major clades those species that do not have strongly reduced
genomes. For this reason we, e.g., recommend to avoid having only pathogenic species for a given clade. Such species often
lack orthologs of the protein of interest and may therefore, e.g., lead to erroneous conclusions about the age of a protein
(“When and from where did my protein originate?”). Moreover, it may be helpful to include model organisms if these harbor
additional experimental data, which often applies to budding and fission yeast, and sometimes to Arabidopsis thaliana (A.
thaliana). Experimental data may give hits about conservation of function, and/or indicate candidate orthologs (“When and how
to consider gray zone hits”). Although for specific proteins other subsets are more useful (“Using a tailor‐made database yields
more comprehensible and more interesting results”) as an initial search database we suggest the species in this table. Of
course, if any species not in this list is likely to be relevant for the protein of interest, one may add it or let it replace closely
related species. Species suggested can be selected when using BLASTP or phmmer online, or their proteome sequences can be
downloaded from NCBI when running similarity searches locally. The species are colored according to the supergroup to which
they belong (see the figure).
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Species Taxon Eukaryo�c 

supergroup

Taxonomy ID

Homo sapiens Chordata Opisthokonta 9606

Xenopus tropicalis Chordata Opisthokonta 8364

Drosophila melanogaster Arthropoda Opisthokonta 7227

Salpingoeca rose�a Choanoflagellida Opisthokonta 946362

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Ascomycota Opisthokonta 4932

Spizellomyces punctatus Chytridiomycota Opisthokonta 109760

Thecamonas trahens Apusozoa 529818

Acanthamoeba castellanii Longamoebia Amoebozoa 5755

Dictyostelium discoideum Mycetozoa Amoebozoa 44689

Amborella trichopoda Streptophyta Archaeplas�da 13333

Klebsormidium flaccidum Streptophyta Archaeplas�da 3175

Chlamydomonas reinhard�i Chlorophyta Archaeplas�da 3055

Bathycoccus prasinos Chlorophyta Archaeplas�da 41875

Cyanidioschyzon merolae Rhodophyta Archaeplas�da 45157

Ectocarpus siliculosus Stramenopila SAR 2880

Phytophthora infestans Stramenopila SAR 403677

Plasmodium falciparum Alveolata SAR 5833

Paramecium tetraurelia Alveolata SAR 5888

Plasmodiophora brassicae Rhizaria SAR 37360

Naegleria gruberi Percolozoa Discoba 5762

Bodo saltans Euglenozoa Discoba 75058

Giardia intes�nalis Metamonada Discoba 5741

Trichomonas vaginalis Metamonada Discoba 5722
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suggests that before LECA (a) gene duplication(s) resulted in
two or more proteins that probably functionally diverged, and
that each gave rise to separate OGs (Box 2). After LECA, these
proteins likely conserved their functions in different eukaryotic
lineages. This scenario applies to, e.g., tubulins and Rab
GTPases.[20,62,63] In case of broadly conserved protein domains,
such as kinases, protein sequences that descended from
different proteins in LECA are often mingled in the similarity
search output. In order to assign these sequences to the correct
OG, and hence to establish the OG of the protein of interest, we
have to make a gene tree.

3.6. Making and Using Gene Trees under Different Evolutionary
Scenario

Although particularly important for the third and fourth
scenario, we also make and interpret (“reconcile”) gene trees
in case of the other scenarios. Note that while we here use the
term “gene trees” ‐ this term highlights that they model the
evolution of a gene, as opposed to the “species tree” ‐ we
typically use protein sequences to make a gene tree for longer
evolutionary distances. We make gene trees for two reasons.
First, we use them to test whether the proposed scenario was

the correct one. The lineage‐specific duplication scenario will
yield a gene tree with a topology very different from that of the
ancient duplication scenario (Figure 1d,e, right‐sided panels).
Second, the gene tree uncovers the evolutionary history of the
protein into greater detail. When making the gene tree, we
should be sure that the sequences that we input are in fact
homologous to one another: the algorithms that align proteins
or reconstruct phylogenies assume that the sequences are
homologous. Using nonhomologous sequences as input gives
meaningless output. Moreover, we should select those homo-
logous sequences that we expect to be informative. In the
simple and taxonomically limited scenarios, we simply input all
homologs found, or, if the database is very large, we select a
subset that represents the diversity of the hits and species. In
the lineage‐specific duplication scenario, if we think a gene
duplicated in, e.g., animals, we include all sequences from
organisms that diverged just before (e.g., the choanoflagellate S.
rosetta) and after (e.g., the sponge Amphimedon queenslandica)
the hypothesized duplication. Conversely, under the ancient
duplication scenario, we include two or more sequences from
various evolutionary more distant genomes, while ensuring that
each eukaryotic supergroup is well‐represented.[64] After having
constructed the tree, we compare it to the proposed scenario in
order to assess whether it was drafted correctly. Moreover, we
use the tree to explain in detail what happened during the

Opisthokonta

Discoba

Amoebozoa

Archaeplastida

SAR

Bacteria

Archaea

Asgard Archaea

LUCA

LECA

LECA: last eukaryotic common ancestor
LUCA: last universal common ancestor

SAR: Stramenopila-Alveolata-Rhizaria

Box Figure Species tree showing the position of the eukaryotes in the tree of life. According to the two primary domains model, the LUCA
diverged to give rise to Bacteria and Archaea. Eukaryotes evolved from within the Archaea,[43,44] likely from the newly identified Asgard
superphylum.[21,45] After divergence from these archaeal ancestors, the pre‐eukaryotic lineage engulfed an Alphaproteobacterium via en-
dosymbiosis, which later evolved into the mitochondrion.[46] Current‐day eukaryotes descend from a single common ancestor, called the LECA.
After LECA, eukaryotes diverged quickly into the major lineages that we refer to as “supergroups”: Opisthokonta, Amoebozoa, Archaeplastida,
SAR (Stramenopila‐Alveolata‐Rhizaria), and Discoba.[47] Note that in addition to these major lineages, there are apparently smaller lineages. For
some of these, the position in the tree of life is still unresolved, such as Cryptophyta (e.g., Guillardia theta), Centrohelida (e.g., Raphidiophrys
contractilis), and Haptophyta (e.g., Emiliania huxleyi).
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evolution of the protein (Box 1). When, in which ancestral
lineages, did the protein duplicate, was lost or even horizontally
transferred between species? This process of interpreting the
gene tree by comparing it to the species tree is called tree
reconciliation, on which detailed guides can be found in
bioinformatic textbooks.[65,66] Tree reconciliation can be chal-
lenging, particularly if the gene tree contains errors (see Section
4.4). New computational methods are being developed regularly
in order to facilitate tree reconciliation.[67] Altogether, after
making the gene tree we are able to sketch a more refined
evolutionary scenario for the protein of interest.

4. Challenging the Evolutionary Scenario

While executing evolutionary analyses, we often encounter
challenges in either the data or in the analysis itself. Such

challenges may force us to revise the evolutionary scenario for
our protein of interest, and sometimes even to reformulate our
research question. We here discuss these challenges in order to
recognize them and apply strategies to overcome them, or to
make informative disclaimers in a manuscript.

4.1. Multi‐Domain Proteins May Require Multiple Independent
Analyses

The protein of interest may consist of multiple domains, which
is difficult if these domains have their own evolutionary history.
The latter is quite common, given that domains seem to fuse
more often than they split[68,69] and the evolution of new
domain architectures has been relatively frequent in

a

b

c

d

e

Figure 1. Outline of the initial analysis steps and their results in the case of scenario 1: easy. a) After having collected basic protein information, the
initial analytic step is to perform sequence similarity searches with a query sequence (here illustrated as a human sequence) against a proteome
database. This database may consist of a subset of species, ideally species of which we know the phylogenetic relationships, as indicated by the
species tree. The colored bullets indicate the supergroups to which the species belong, as in Box 3. Here we illustrated the proteome database as a
subset of eukaryotic species. The search yields sequence similarity hits that inform about potential scenarios. After hit protein sequences are
collected, a MSA and gene tree can be inferred. b–e: Similarity search results and expected gene tree for four evolutionary scenarios. b) The easy
scenario is hinted at by highly similar hits, mostly single hits in a variety of species. Likely, the protein of interest is old and relatively well conserved at
the sequence level. Not all species in the database might have it due to gene loss. As a result, the gene tree does not include all species in the species
tree. c) The taxonomically limited (?) scenario delivers few hits in the sequence similarity searches, only in species closely related to that of the query
sequence. Although this might suggest a recent origin (upper left star), the protein might in fact be older (faded star below). This protein might evolve
rapidly in different lineages, due to which sequence similarity is below significance and hence various orthologs are not seen in the similarity output. If
no further, more advanced searches are executed, the gene tree includes only sequences from closely related species. d) The lineage‐specific
duplication scenario predicts highly similar, multiple hits in the query species and in species that are closely related. The gene tree aids in determining
when this duplication occurred. In this case, this duplication took place in a common ancestor of vertebrates and fruit fly, after their divergence from
fungi. This may have been the common ancestor of animals. e) The ancient duplication scenario predicts multiple hits across the species that are part
of the database, in which one has a higher similarity to the query sequence than the other(s). In this scenario, the hits include sequences from
multiple OGs (Box 2) and a gene tree is needed to discriminate which sequences belong to which OG. NB: The left panels contain gene trees within
the species trees. These illustrate the protein’s evolutionary history. The right panels show the actual gene trees. Here these gene trees do not have
branch length values and support values, such as bootstrap percentages. Furthermore, while we here use the term “gene tree,” because the evolution
occurs at the genetic level, it also describes the evolution of the protein as a consequence of that. Generally, amino acid sequences are being used to
infer such a gene tree, particularly when studying evolution on longer evolutionary timescales.
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metazoan.[70] Different evolutionary histories may be hinted at
by inconsistencies in the similarity search results, e.g., if hits
from different taxa align to different regions of the query. If the
domains indeed have different histories, we suggest three ways
to investigate and represent the evolutionary history of the
protein. First, if all domains are relevant, all deserve a thorough
investigation and representation of their evolutionary history.
Second, if one domain can be considered the primary domain
and the other an accessory domain, we perform primarily a
detailed analysis of the primary domain. Afterwards, we may
infer when during evolution the accessory domain was acquired

and/or lost. This is the way we represented the evolution of the
kinetochore protein kinase Mps1, which in humans is joined to
a tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domain (Figure 2a).[41] We also
approached the evolution of human RasGRP proteins this way,
whereby the Cdc25 homology domain, the main domain,
appeared to have been fused to different other domains in
different lineages.[71] Third, sometimes the domain combina-
tion itself is relevant for the biological function of interest. In
this case, although the composite domains have their own
possibly byzantine history, only after they fused “this protein”
arose, and therefore we investigate the phylogenetic time point

a

b

Figure 2. a) Sample size affects the interpretation of the evolutionary history of a protein domain. Left panel: Evolutionary analysis of the protein
kinase Mps1 initially showed that this kinase was likely ancient, present in LECA, but it seemed to have fused to a TPR domain more recently. This TPR
domain was inferred to have fused to the kinase in the common ancestor of deuterostomes.[40] The presence of this domain in the Mps1 protein of A.
laibachii was hypothesized to result from contamination of the genome or horizontal gene transfer. Right panel: After genomes of other species were
included in the analysis, various early branching species turned out to possess the TPR domain in their Mps1 proteins.[41] Hence, likely the Mps1
protein of LECA already had this domain. As a result, it must have been lost in various eukaryotic clades. The presented phylogenies are species trees
with the branches colored according to the eukaryotic supergroups to which the species belong. Purple: Opisthokonta (animals and fungi), blue:
Amoebozoa, green: Archaeplastida (land plants, algae), red: SAR (Stramenopila, Alveolata, and Rhizaria), orange: Discoba. The species that were
important for inferring the ancient origin of Mps1’s TPR domain are indicated in bold. b) Orthology established via bridging sequences. Zwint‐1
(human), Kre28 (budding yeast), and Sos7 (fission yeast) are orthologous to one another and belong to a single OG. This conclusion was based on
successive similarity searches that indicated homology between various Zwint‐1‐like, Kre28‐like, and Sos7‐like proteins of different fungal, animal, and
animal‐related species.[35] Starting with the Sos7 protein (fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe), the ordered searches indicate which “bridging”
sequences were used to establish orthology to Kre28 and Zwint‐1. Note that in one instance, iterative homology searching was needed, and in two
others, hits with E‐values higher than 0.001 were included, which can be considered gray zone hits. The species tree indicates which species’
sequences were used to establish these homologies.
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of this fusion and the evolution thereafter. Although ortholo-
gous sequences in species that diverged before the fusion likely
exist (having only one of the domains), these are probably not
very informative. An example of this third case is R‐spondin, a
protein of the Wnt signaling pathway, that likely came into
existence after two Fu domains joined a TSP1 domain in the
ancestor of deuterostomes.[72]

4.2. When and How to Consider Gray Zone Hits

As discussed in the taxonomically limited scenario, quite often
we expect a protein to be widely present, e.g., because it is
involved in a core cellular process, but end up with a set of
sequences from only a limited set of species. This occurs if the
protein under investigation is largely unstructured, and there-
fore its amino acid sequence is poorly conserved. In order to
challenge the taxonomically limited scenario, we scrutinize hits
with a higher E‐value than the cut‐off, which we call “gray zone”
hits. A gray zone hit may gain support from additional, less
conventional similarity searches. For example, we may search
iteratively during multiple rounds, thereby starting the search
not with the initial (e.g., human) query sequence, but with
another trusted ortholog that may serve as a “bridge.” We
experienced that searching with another sequence occasionally
yields orthologs in many species that previously appeared to
lack them. We select such bridging sequences by the taxonomic
position of their species: we search with a trusted ortholog in a
species that is closely related, e.g., in another ascomycete in
case of a budding yeast. In addition to the taxonomic position,
we take into account the evolutionary rate of a potential
bridging species. If a species is known to have a rapidly evolving
genome (Table 1), it is unlikely to serve as a useful bridge.
Sometimes, newly found sequences trace even other, previously
undetected sequences (homology is a transitive feature, Box 2).
For example, in order to establish whether the kinetochore
protein Sos7 of fission yeast is orthologous to the Kre28 protein
of budding yeast, we used Sos7 homologs from ascomycete
fungi to search in other yeasts’ proteomes, and this indeed hit
Kre28 (Figure 2b). Similarly, stepping from one orthologous
sequence to another also helped us to identify orthology
between Sos7 and human Zwint‐1.

We regularly attempt to increase confidence in the gray zone
hit with other information, e.g., from the actual alignment:
Does the gray zone hit contain functionally characterized
sequence motifs, or possibly a reduced version thereof?
Moreover, the actual alignment may reveal that the protein is
truncated, due to which the E‐value is higher. Other informa-
tion that would increase the likelihood of gray zone hit to be
homologous includes whether the gray zone hit is a bidirec-
tional best hit to the query, whether it has been reported to
execute the same function, or whether it interacts with a protein
that is orthologous to the query’s interaction partner.[59,73] The
gray zone hit may have a similar secondary or higher‐level
structure as the query sequence, which can be assessed with
various tools. Using this multimodal approach we were, for
instance, able to determine a much broader distribution of the
RPGRIP1 proteins, crucial components of the ciliary transition
zone,[74] than previously found.[75]

4.3. Compositionally Biased Proteins May Evolve Convergently

Nonglobular protein regions, such as coiled‐coils, transmem-
brane domains, and disordered regions, are prone to evolve
convergently, specifically if they have compositionally biased
amino acid frequencies or simple, repeated sequence motifs.[76]

When applying sequence similarity searches to these segments,
we run the risk of obtaining hits with a low E‐value that are
nevertheless not homologous.[77] They acquired a similar amino
acid sequence independently.[76,78,79] While standard BLASTP
and phmmer mask such low‐complexity regions, we think that
one should be particularly careful in using iterative searches for
proteins having such segments. If iterative searches do not
converge and continue to return new hits, this may indicate that
nonhomologous sequences are being included. Because infer-
ring common descent for nonglobular regions is notoriously
difficult,[76] we think that sets of orthologs that are only based
on sequence similarity of coiled‐coil and disordered regions
should be treated with caution. However, if a candidate
sequence shares a coiled‐coil region with the protein of interest
in addition to other homologous regions, the coiled‐coil may
serve as additional support to infer homology.

4.4. How Gene Trees May Be Incorrect

In each of the scenarios discussed, the evolutionary analysis is
aided by a gene tree, and a gene tree is particularly essential in
scenarios involving duplications and horizontal gene transfer.
What sort of problems might a gene tree encounter? Quite
regularly, the tree suffers from poor statistical supports, as
indicated by low bootstrap values, approximate likelihood‐based
measures or posterior probabilities. This undermines the tree’s
reliability as representation of the proteins’ evolutionary
scenario. Another, often coinciding, reason for distrusting the
tree could be that it is typically hard to reconcile with the species
tree. Such reconciliation might require an inconceivable
number of duplications and losses, or multiple horizontal gene
transfers. Note that, even for proteins that are present in single
copy in most of the species studied, the gene tree in fact seldom
exactly follows the species tree.[80] Therefore we recommend to,
generally speaking, not reconciling too strictly. Problematic
trees may arise if the aligned sequences are not homologous
along the full length, if sequences are short and hence contain
little information, or if they are highly divergent, which may
lead to so‐called long‐branch attraction (the tendency of rapidly
evolving sequences to cluster together in the gene tree,
although they are in reality not closely related).[81,82] The first
problem can easily be solved by selecting the homologous
positions in the alignment, for which also specific tools exist.[83]

The other problems are more difficult to overcome, although it
may help in adding more sequences, particularly ones that
increase the phylogenetic diversity. However, increased sample
size also increases the chance of obtaining phylogenetically
incorrect branches with low bootstrap supports, for which
solutions have been offered.[84] Sequences that align poorly
and/or have very long branches could be removed from the
alignment and be replaced with a more conserved ortholog
from a closely related species.
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4.5. Mixed Scenarios Face Multiple Challenges

Some proteins have evolutionary histories that do not fall into a
single scenario category but combine features of different
categories. For example, in investigating the evolution of the
plant polycomb repressive complex 1 (PRC1) component EMF1,
through sensitive sequence analysis, we first discovered multi-
ple flowering plant‐specific duplicates before we discovered that
gymnosperms in fact also have, highly diverged, orthologs.[85]

Here, lineage‐specific duplications and “invisible” orthologs
thus conspired to make the previous inferences in the literature
flawed. Moreover, even proteins with common domains, such
as certain kinases, sometimes diverged extensively, due to
which the initial gene tree is very likely to lack orthologs. As a
result, some lineages may incorrectly appear to have lost the
protein. In this case, again, iterative similarity searching with a
sequence profile might help in finding sequences that should
be added to the tree. Such a search is most sensitive if it starts
with an OG‐specific profile, i.e., a profile that is based on the
alignment of the OG that was identified from an earlier tree.

4.6. Is My Protein Truly Absent/Present in This Species?

Quite often, the evolutionary scenario entails unexpected
absences of orthologs in certain species, or unexpected
presences. Are these unexpected observations true or not?
Absences may be false if the similarity searches fail to detect
homologous sequences, or if the predicted proteome or
assembled genome is incomplete. We assessed that protein‐
coding sequences quite frequently are not, or incompletely,
predicted.[86] It might therefore pay off to search for homo-
logous sequences on the (six‐frame translated) genomic DNA.
However, unpredicted genes may also be due to global codon
reassignments and local recoding, to which this may not offer a
solution. Less frequently, unexpected presences are observed,
e.g., if a protein that seemed eukaryote‐specific is found in a
few bacteria. While such presences may be true, e.g., caused by
eukaryote‐to‐bacterium gene transfer, they may also be false,
e.g., if the bacterial genome is contaminated with eukaryotic
sequences.[87] It is not always easy to discriminate between
these because A) contamination can be difficult to prove, and B)
although horizontal transfer is rare in eukaryotes, it does
occur.[88] Moreover, an unexpected “presence” may result from
falsely inferred homology, as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.7. When Did My Protein Originate?

Above we referred to “the origin of a protein” mostly as the
position on the species tree in which the protein came into
existence. Logically, errors in the proposed evolutionary
scenario may also result in errors in the inferred origin. A
protein may be estimated too young, due to undetected
homologs in more distantly related species, which is mainly
observed in the taxonomically limited scenario. In some
instances, the age of a protein might simply be underestimated
because crucial genomes that point to an older age are not (yet)
available. The TPR domain of the protein kinase Mps1 had been

inferred to have originated in the ancestor of deuterostomes,
and its presence in the oomycete Albugo laibachii (A. laibachii)
was considered contamination or horizontal gene transfer.[40]

However, when more species were included, this TPR domain
was found in various other clades across the eukaryotic tree of
life (Figure 2a). Hence, it likely was already present in LECA but
lost in multiple eukaryotic lineages in parallel.[41] In other cases,
a protein may be estimated too old if a wide taxonomic
distribution is actually due to horizontal gene transfer, which is,
e.g., the case for genes that were transferred between plants and
fungi.[89]

4.8. A Tailor‐Made Database Yields More Comprehensible and
More Interesting Results

Since public databases nowadays contain tons of sequence data,
it is computationally and practically quite a challenge to
interpret the results of a simple similarity search. Furthermore,
this output does not reveal which species do not have a hit. For
this reason, in the previous section, we recommended to select
a subset of species as a search database (Box 3). As an
alternative, we prefer to use a tailored, local proteome database
with a fixed set of species of which we know the (approximate)
species tree. Although this is considerably more work and
requires more advanced skills in bioinformatics, we think it
does pay off if one intends to study the evolution of proteins
regularly. An in‐house database also facilitates the detection of
coevolution among different proteins (Table 1). The database
may be revised or recompiled if a protein turns out to have a
particularly interesting function or evolutionary history in a
specific clade. Various studies demonstrated that zooming‐in
into the species tree and adding species at key phylogenetic
positions yield highly interesting patterns, such as when the
protein turns out to be present in species having a certain
(cellular) biological feature. A good example is provided by the
centromeric histone variant CenH3, a protein that turned out to
be absent from species that have a specific type of centromere (a
so‐called holocentromere, which runs along the length of the
chromosome), in certain lineages of insects.[5]

5. Conclusions

With this article, we hope to have given relevant insights into
how we approach the evolutionary analysis of proteins, and we
hope that these insights may serve as a guide. Essentially, we
consider this analysis a process that entails many feedback
loops that aim to revise a proposed scenario of evolution. This
process is regularly unfinished: new data, such as a resolved 3D
structure or newly sequenced genomes, may alter the scenario
of the protein’s evolution, as may technological advances, such
as improved homology detection and tree building. The derived
evolutionary scenario should therefore be considered the best
estimate of the moment, not necessarily the definitive one. To
explicate this uncertainty, we suggest that authors report
doubtful cases: which set of orthologs possibly contains false
positives or false negatives, and why? Which evolutionary
events may require re‐examination? Also, reporting the actual
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orthologous sequences, not just their identifiers, will facilitate
such re‐examination.

The common efforts of many researchers generated detailed
hypotheses on the evolution of a wide array of proteins. Likely,
many others would be interested to quickly retrieve this
information. Unfortunately, these data are now often hidden
in research articles. If we and others would share manually
defined orthologs on a wide and homogeneously formatted
platform, these would be easier to access. This does not
necessarily need to be a new platform: maybe our research
community could aid to improve existing databases such as
EggNOG, PANTHER, Quest for Orthologs, or TreeBASE by
adding the knowledge of the proteins we studied.[26,53,90–92]
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